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The new field of connectomics aims to obtain fine-grained anatomical connectivity data for vertebrate brains.
A recent study highlights the types of experiments that will be necessary in order to draw conclusions about
function from anatomical connectivity.There has been a recent push to
determine the anatomical connectivity
of vertebrate brains as a necessary step
for understanding the neural basis of
behavior [1]. However, four decades of
work on a simple 20-neuron circuit in
the pharynx of the roundworm
Caenorhabditis elegans suggests that
extrapolating from anatomical to
functional connectivity will not be simple.
A study by Bhatla and colleagues [2],
reported in this issue of Current Biology,
demonstrates some of the types of
functional experiments necessary to
bridge the gap between anatomical
connectivity and behavior.
The nematode C. elegans ingests its
food—bacteria—using a neuromuscular
tube called the pharynx [3]. Feeding
consists of two stereotyped behaviors,
pumping and peristalsis. During a pump,
bacterial food is ingested by the front of
the pharynx, the corpus, and crushed and
transported to the intestine by the back of
the pharynx, the terminal bulb. During a
peristalsis, bacteria are transported from
the corpus to the terminal bulb.
Pharyngeal behavior is governed by
the pharyngeal nervous system, which
consists of 20 neurons of 14 types and
which makes just one anatomical
connection with non-pharyngeal neurons.
The map of neural connectivity of the
pharyngeal nervous system, or its
connectome, was defined by painstaking
analysis of thin section transmission
electron micrographs and published
nearly 40 years ago: Albertson and
Thomson [3] categorized pharyngeal
neurons as either motor (M) if they formed
synapses on the muscle, or interneurons
(I) if they did not. They proposed that two
circuits govern pharyngeal behavior, a
‘control circuit’ and a ‘pumping circuit’. In
this model, the I2 interneurons initiate
pumps in the ‘pumping circuit’, where theCurM1 andM2motor neurons are the primary
excitatory motor neurons and the M4
motor neuron plays a role in inhibition,
while in the ‘control circuit’ the I1
interneurons transmit inhibitory signals
from the somatic nervous system and
shut down the pharynx during
emergencies [3].
Observations of behavior after ablation
of specific pharyngeal neurons have
called this model into question [4–6]. In
contrast to its proposed inhibitory role,
the M4 neuron is actually required for
peristalsis [4]. Ablation of the M1, M2, I1,
and I2 neurons did not produce gross
defects in pumping behavior, suggesting
they were not essential for pharyngeal
function [5,6]. However, ablation of the
pair of MC neurons (and only the MC
neurons), which form fewer synaptic
contacts onto pharyngeal muscles than
any of the motor neurons, caused a
dramatic decrease in pumping
frequency [5,6].
The results described by Bhatla et al. [2]
are part of a third wave of studies on
pharyngeal nervous system function,
and highlight the importance of detailed
functional studies to understand the
neural basis of behavior [7–11]. The
authors combined laser ablation of
specific neurons with newer tools,
such as optogenetic stimulation and
calcium imaging, to demonstrate that
there are at least three independent
circuits for inhibiting feeding, serving
the function of the ‘‘control circuit’’
originally proposed by Albertson and
Thomson [2].
Bhatla et al. [2] began their studies
when they noted thatC. elegans feeding is
inhibited in response to high intensity
violet light [7]. By ablating individual
pharyngeal neurons, they found that the
pair of bilaterally symmetric I2 neurons is
both necessary and sufficient for thisrent Biology 25, R711–R731, August 17, 2015 ªbehavioral response to light. They
further showed that the I2 neurons
are activated by the noxious light
stimulus, and this activation does not
depend on other neurons. These
findings indicate that the I2 neurons
have both sensory and motor neuron
functions, an insight impossible to
glean from original connectivity data,
where the I2 motor synapses were not
reported. The functional studies
demonstrating a motor function for the
I2 neurons motivated Bhatla et al. [2] to
return to the electron micrographs in an
attempt to discover synapses between
the I2 neurons and pharyngeal muscle.
Indeed, in newly generated electron
micrographs, as well as in the original
electron micrographs from the 1970s,
they found evidence for I2-to-muscle
synapses. Hence, their approach
illustrates a recursive approach to
understanding behavior: begin with
anatomy to define connectivity,
perform functional studies guided by
the anatomical blueprint, then return to
the anatomy if the functional
studies suggest unappreciated
connections.
Bhatla et al. [2] identified a second
circuit for feeding inhibition in response
to light that involves the RIP and I1
interneurons and the MC motor neurons,
and functions in parallel to the I2 neurons
[2]. The two extrapharyngeal RIP
neurons each make a gap junction with
the pharyngeal I1 neurons, the only
connections between the somatic and
pharyngeal nervous systems. When the
RIP, I1, or MC neurons are killed, the
acute inhibitory effect of noxious light on
pumping is attenuated. Importantly,
ablation of the I1 and I2 neurons
together causes a stronger attenuation
of the blue light effect than ablation of
either neuron class individually. The I12015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved R711
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Figure 1. Functional connectivity of the C. elegans pharyngeal nervous system.
Green arrows represent excitatory synapses, red lines represent inhibitory synapses, and the black
dashed line represents a gap junction connection. Cholinergic neurons are shaded blue, glutamatergic
neurons are shaded yellow, and serotonergic neurons are shaded green. Light sensitive neurons are
marked with an underline. See [2–9,14–19] for more details.
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and M2 motor neurons [2,8].
Finally, Bhatla et al. [2] went beyond
analysis of pumping rate and examined
the fine motions of the pharynx. During a
single pharyngeal pump, which lasts
about 200 milliseconds, the anterior tip of
the corpus relaxes a few milliseconds
before the remainder of the corpus [12].
This staggered relaxation endows the
corpus with its filtering capability: when it
contracts it sucks in bacteria suspended
in liquid, and when it relaxes it spits out
the liquid and retains the bacteria. The
authors noted that, after exposure to
noxious light, the corpus no longer traps
the bacteria: instead, it spits out the
bacteria along with the liquid during
muscle relaxation. In an earlier paper this
year, Bhatla and Horvitz [7] showed that
the violet light generates hydrogen
peroxide. They therefore suggest that the
spitting of bacteria might serve to
minimize ingestion of hydrogen peroxide.
Regardless of the reason for the spitting,
Bhatla et al. [2] showed that this behaviorR712 Current Biology 25, R711–R731, Augusis neurally controlled, as when the M1
neuron is killed the spitting in response to
noxious light no longer occurs. M1 also
expresses LITE-1, a violet light-sensitive
gustatory receptor [7], suggesting that,
like I2, M1 is also a sensory-motor
neuron (Figure 1).
In a sense, studies of the pharyngeal
nervous system have come full circle, as
roles for M1, M2, I1, and I2, the neurons
that Albertson and Thompson [3]
originally suggested had important
functions, have been uncovered [2,8].
However, the roles of these neurons are
very different from those originally
hypothesized, as the pharyngeal
connectome on its own provided little
useful insight into how the pharynx
worked. It was only after multiple
generations of functional studies that it
became clear that synaptic weights and
functional importance need not be
correlated, as neurons with few
neuromuscular synapses can have a
stronger effect on behavior than those
with many such synapses. Further,t 17, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedthe pharyngeal connectome — and all
other connectomes — provides no
information about humoral modulation of
circuits, which can play a pivotal role in
circuit function [11,13]. While the
anatomical connectivity will provide a
framework for forming and testing
hypotheses, many of these hypotheses
will prove incorrect, and it may be
decades before the true value of a
connectome — whether from worm or
human — is realized.
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Outer retinal degeneration is the leading cause of blindness in the developed world. A new study now
demonstrates that ectopic expression of human rhodopsin in the inner retina, mediated by viral gene
therapy, can restore light sensitivity and some vision to mice blind from outer retinal degeneration.Blindness remains a major public health
challenge. Worldwide, 285 million people
are visually impaired, and about 39 million
legally blind [1]. In the developed world,
the leading causes of acquired and
hereditary blindess — age-related
macular degeneration and retinitis
pigmentosa, respectively — both share a
common pathophysiology. In each, the
rod and cone photoreceptors of the outer
retina undergo irreversible degeneration
(Figure 1A,B). While the inner retina
remains largely intact, in the absence
of outer retinal phototransduction no
visual information can be transmitted
from the retinal ganglion cells to the
brain. In this issue of Current Biology,
Cehajic-Kapetanovic and colleagues [2]
show that virally mediated gene therapy
of human rhodopsin, expressed in the
surviving cells of the inner retina, can
restore vision-like physiology and
behavior to mice blind from outer retinal
degeneration.
A number of approaches to restore
vision by conferring light sensitivity to the
remaining inner retinal cells have beenpursued in the past decade. Approaches
that have shown promise include use of
gene therapy with microbial opsins such
as Chlamydomonas channelopsin to
introduce light-regulated ion channels
to inner retinal cells [3–5]; gene therapy to
introduce the non-visual pigment
melanopsin to the inner retina [6];
one-component and two-component
optochemical photoswitches, which
utilize light-isomerizable channel agonists
to confer light sensitivity to remaining
inner retinal photoreceptors [7–9]; and
opto-electronic prostheses that stimulate
retinal ganglion cells directly [10]. The
latter approach is now approved in the
US for clinical use. While these methods
have all resulted in reconstituted
light-dependent firing of optic nerve fibers
and restored behavioral responses to
light, each has a number of potential
limitations. Use of channelopsins incurs
risks inherent in expressing foreign
proteins chronically in the retina, and
lack of signal amplification necessitates
relatively bright light for function.
Relative to native rod and cone opsins,melanopsin has slow kinetics and
relatively low sensitivity, which would
likely limit acuity. One-component
photoswitches lack cell-type specificity
while two-component photoswitches
require both gene therapy and a chemical
adjunct, which may limit practical
application. And opto-electronic
approaches are limited by the physics of
external stimulation of cells with resultant
low spatial resolution.
Ideally, a photopigment used to restore
visual functions via inner retinal
expression should be very light-sensitive,
have strong signal amplification, be native
to the organism, and be expressible in the
remaining cells of the degenerated retina.
Gene therapy with rhodopsin would seem
to fit these requirements. However, a
priori, rhodopsin would seem to be a poor
candidate, as its photocycle is intrinsically
tied to the G-protein transducin (which is
not expressed at high levels in the retina
outside the photoreceptors), and requires
continual chromophore replenishment
from the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)
through a mechanism thought to be2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved R713
